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you are simply enjoying your breathing 

and you deserve six months of life at least

not to attain anything…

because that is another office also

the worst office is the attainment office…

i am gone for my enlightenment

better become the president of a country 

it is easier…

do not go to office for enlightenment

just go to become a natural human being

and in that beauty a certain wisdom will flower in you  

and if nothing happened you celebrate nothing happened

thank god nothing happened

because nothing is meant to be happening

do not expect anything to happen…please !

whatsoever has to happen has already happened

you simply become aware of what is happening already…

do not search for something to happen

you are not going to fall out of your skin…

you are going to be more real 

go for a six months deep vacation

utterly lazy…no search…

beggars are searching

emperors do not search their kingdoms… 

they know the kingdom is there 

do you think an emperor is saying…

oh i have to go rush back to my kingdom ?

he is an emperor !

whenever he feels like strolling back he will stroll back…

sannyas is the way of the emperor

we are not beggars

not even for enlightenment…

listening to a waterfall is a sermon that not even gautam buddha can deliver

no master can deliver that soundless sound so perfectly

who is the greatest master ?

that waterfall !

but do you know how to listen ?

do you know the profound message that the waterfall is giving you ?

are you listening intently enough to know 

that this is the sound of truth that you are searching ?

or you think it is just a waterfall ?

you believe in human lies…

and all gurus and all masters are fake

even enlightened masters are fake

as far as that waterfall is concerned

it is the ultimate truth…

listen deeply

the leaf becomes old… 

no lipstick…no makeup…no perfume…

it simply falls…

so beautiful…that falling leaf…

no resistance

nature is the greatest master…

and the greatest way is of tao

just drop everything

find pure naturalness

you are naturally a buddha

buddha is nothing but pure naturalness

and abundance and overflowing of this naturalness

whole…complete…natural…

five months in the forest

sleep with the river…under the stars…

and if nothing happens…perfectly beautiful…

do not expect anything to happen 
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